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Value Pricing and Traffic Reduction Incentives

In the urban and suburban regions of the United States, most Americans would agree that
highway congestion is an increasing problem. Many of the highways in these regions are
outdated and functionally inefficient. As a result, they are crammed far over capacity during
peak morning and evening hours, causing massive delays and very high user costs.
Attempts are being made to control the traffic problem, but actions taken are often too little
and too late. Highway expansion projects by DOT and private highway authorities are costly
and often take years if not decades to implement. By the time these projects are completed,
the highway traffic has in many cases already grown beyond the capacity of the new highway,
only reducing the problem and not eliminating it. Ramp metering projects have proven
effective in many metropolitan areas, but as traffic continues to increase, queues at access
ramps will grow uncontrollably and will obstruct local roads. The traffic problem cannot
simply be reduced, it must be solved.
A solution is possible. That solution is the joint implementation of value lanes and
monetary traffic reduction incentives.
Value lane implementation is a simple concept, already tried in the United States with
promising results. Highways would reserve one lane separate from other traffic, restricted
from other lanes by concrete medians or traffic delineators. This lane will be guaranteed to
flow below maximum operating capacity, providing fast service during all hours. To access
this lane, users must pay a fee via EZ-Pass or a comparable substitute. As traffic increases in
this “Value Lane”, the price to access the lane increases as well. As traffic decreases, the
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access fee is reduced. This ensures a constant flow of traffic approaching but not exceeding
capacity, and a constant additional income to the highway authority.
The problem often faced in value pricing experiments is an increase in congestion on the
remaining “Slow Lanes”. Monetary traffic reduction incentives will solve this problem. A
portion of the money generated by value lane users will be used to fund an off-peak incentive
program. Daily drivers of the slow lanes will be offered a monthly reward to ensure that their
daily commute occurs before or after peak hours. If administrated properly, peak hour volume
will decrease in the slow lanes to a manageable size, and highway efficiency will increase as
user costs accumulated by lost time are reduced. This program may be monitored by EZ-Pass
to ensure driver cooperation.
This research is innovative in that it combines additional toll revenues (Value Pricing) with
Peak Traffic Reduction (Incentives). It is designed to be utilized in the planning and managing
of state and regional highway systems. It is futuristic in that it uses incentives to change the
time/travel patterns of a portion of the highway users, while greatly reducing congestion.
Value Pricing or Differential Tolls, in its operation, has demonstrated that sufficient drivers
are willing to pay a premium toll to avoid congestion and thus travel seventy miles per hour in
a separate lane of a three lane highway. However, Value Pricing does not reduce congestion
on the three lane highway. By limiting traffic on the speed or hot lane, to 1800 veh/hr, it
causes the slow lanes to experience extreme congestion. Overall, the average speed of the
three lane highway decreases dramatically, with over 2/3 of the total traffic in the slow lanes,
operating at much lower speeds.
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This research utilizes money incentives to induce a portion of the slow lane drivers to
travel off peak on the same highway. Using EZ-Pass records, letters would go out to
participating slow-lane drivers, along with incentive monthly dollars to travel off peak. EZPass would then monitor their daily usage. At the end of a qualifying month, the user would
receive the award. The money for the incentive awards would come from a portion of
revenues generated from the Hot Lane.
Let us assume that we have a three lane highway, in one direction, with a peak volume of
6400 veh/hr, and a toll of $1.00 per vehicle. The average speed is 48 mph, utilizing Chart 1 a
linear speed/volume representation. Converting this three lane facility to a Hot Lane, that only
allows a 1800 veh/hr capacity, and two slow lanes, with a capacity of 2000 veh/hr, the Hot
Lane travels at 70 mph, and the resulting two slow lanes, carry 2300 veh/hr each lane with a
speed of 21 mph. Now the difference in speed is 49 mph.
Now we have 4600 veh/hr on over two slow lanes. If you move 300 of these vehicles to off
peak by money incentives, we would have an average volume of 4300 veh/2 lanes or 2150
veh/lane, producing an average speed of about 45 mph.
The result is positive in that it reduces the peak traffic, while benefiting the Hot Lane
drivers, at no cost to the slow lane drivers in terms of speed or time.
The hypothetical relationships would become actual relationships when this proposal is put
into action. This proposal would be a minimum cost project, with tremendous impact,
readiness, and affordability. It would impact congestion, safety, and the environment. The
incentive award could also have greater impact if it were tax free.

In the urban and

suburban regions of the United States, most Americans would agree that highway congestion
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is an increasing problem. Many of the highways in these regions are outdated and functionally
inefficient. As a result, they are crammed far over capacity during peak morning and evening
hours, causing massive delays and very high user costs.
Attempts are being made to control the traffic problem, but actions taken are often too little
and too late. Highway expansion projects by DOT and private highway authorities are costly
and often take years if not decades to implement. By the time these projects are completed,
the highway traffic has in many cases already grown beyond the capacity of the new highway,
only reducing the problem and not eliminating it. Ramp metering projects have proven
effective in many metropolitan areas, but as traffic continues to increase, queues at access
ramps will grow uncontrollably and will obstruct local roads. The traffic problem cannot
simply be reduced, it must be solved.
A solution is possible. That solution is the joint implementation of value lanes and
monetary traffic reduction incentives.
Value lane implementation is a simple concept, already tried in the United States with
promising results. Highways would reserve one lane separate from other traffic, restricted
from other lanes by concrete medians or traffic delineators. This lane will be guaranteed to
flow below maximum operating capacity, providing fast service during all hours. To access
this lane, users must pay a fee via EZ-Pass or a comparable substitute. As traffic increases in
this “Value Lane”, the price to access the lane increases as well. As traffic decreases, the
access fee is reduced. This ensures a constant flow of traffic approaching but not exceeding
capacity, and a constant additional income to the highway authority.
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The problem often faced in value pricing experiments is an increase in congestion on the
remaining “Slow Lanes”. Monetary traffic reduction incentives will solve this problem. A
portion of the money generated by value lane users will be used to fund an off-peak incentive
program. Daily drivers of the slow lanes will be offered a monthly reward to ensure that their
daily commute occurs before or after peak hours. If administrated properly, peak hour volume
will decrease in the slow lanes to a manageable size, and highway efficiency will increase as
user costs accumulated by lost time are reduced. This program may be monitored by EZ-Pass
to ensure driver cooperation.
This research is innovative in that it combines additional toll revenues (Value Pricing) with
Peak Traffic Reduction (Incentives). It is designed to be utilized in the planning and managing
of state and regional highway systems. It is futuristic in that it uses incentives to change the
time/travel patterns of a portion of the highway users, while greatly reducing congestion.
Value Pricing or Differential Tolls, in its operation, has demonstrated that sufficient drivers
are willing to pay a premium toll to avoid congestion and thus travel seventy miles per hour in
a separate lane of a three lane highway. However, Value Pricing does not reduce congestion
on the three lane highway. By limiting traffic on the speed or hot lane, to 1800 veh/hr, it
causes the slow lanes to experience extreme congestion. Overall, the average speed of the
three lane highway decreases dramatically, with over 2/3 of the total traffic in the slow lanes,
operating at much lower speeds.
This research utilizes money incentives to induce a portion of the slow lane drivers to
travel off peak on the same highway. Using EZ-Pass records, letters would go out to
participating slow-lane drivers, along with incentive monthly dollars to travel off peak. EZ-
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Pass would then monitor their daily usage. At the end of a qualifying month, the user would
receive the award. The money for the incentive awards would come from a portion of
revenues generated from the Hot Lane.
Let us assume that we have a three lane highway, in one direction, with a peak volume of
6400 veh/hr, and a toll of $1.00 per vehicle. The average speed is 48 mph, utilizing Chart 1 a
linear speed/volume representation. Converting this three lane facility to a Hot Lane, that only
allows a 1800 veh/hr capacity, and two slow lanes, with a capacity of 2000 veh/hr, the Hot
Lane travels at 70 mph, and the resulting two slow lanes, carry 2300 veh/hr a piece with a
speed of 21 mph. Now the difference in speed is 49 mph.
Now we have 4600 veh/hr on over two slow lanes. If you move 300 of these vehicles to off
peak by money incentives, we would have an average volume of 4300 veh/2 lanes or 2150
veh/lane, producing an average speed of about 45 mph.
The result is positive in that it reduces the peak traffic, while benefiting the Hot Lane
drivers, at no cost to the slow lane drivers in terms of speed or time.
The hypothetical relationships would become actual relationships when this proposal is put
into action. This proposal would be a minimum
Long term, this concept, Value Pricing with Incentives, could be the model for new value
pricing initiatives, such as the Hot Lane.
We are looking at five different volumes concerning a three lane highway. The volumes
are 6400 and 6300 Vehicles per lane. We will be calculating the speed for the different
volumes. To calculate the speed we will use our volume vs. speed graph. We will also look to
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see what the revenue would be if we added a hot lane. The revenue is calculated using our
Speed vs. Toll graph. If we add a hot lane it will impact the traffic flow for the two remaining
lanes so we will have to calculate the new speed. We need to calculate our delta speed which
is the speed in the hot lane minus our speed in the slow lanes. This will give us our toll price.
Our expected volume in the hot lane is going to be 1800 Vehicles per hour, so our revenue can
be calculated by multiplying toll*volume*peak hrs*work days per year. Once we have
calculated the speeds and revenues we will look at two different scenarios where we entice
two hundred and three hundred drivers to drive during off peak hours. The goal with enticing
drivers is to bring the traffic down in the two slow lanes to increase the speed for the other
drivers. We will also calculate a new toll price for the hot lane. We will calculate the speed
with both scenarios and also find the cost for the incentives per driver and the total cost. To
find the incentives cost we need to first calculate the percentage of drivers diverted and the
use of our traffic diverted vs. cost graph. This will give us our cost per driver per year. Lastly
we will find our delta revenue which is the revenues generated from our toll (from our value
pricing with incentives) minus the yearly incentive cost.
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Chart 1

Chart 2

Chart 3
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Scenario A) 6400Veh/hr
As we can see without a hot lane the speed
is going to be 48 MPH because we are still
over capacity. Once we add a hot lane we
increase the volume in the two remaining
lanes. If we increase the volume in the
other lanes we could generate over $17M in
revenue. Once we add the hot lane we can
expect our speed to be reduced, in this case
it’s reduced to 21 MPH. To increase the
speed we need a method to get drivers off
the road during peak hours. To do this we
will use value pricing with incentives to see
what the impact would be if we removed
200 to 300 drivers. When we entice 300
drivers our speed is increased to 46 MPH
and our toll revenue is about $9M. Our
incentive cost $3261 per driver for a total
of about $2M. Our total revenue for 300
drivers our speed is increased to 38 MPH
and our toll revenue is about 12M. Our
incentive cost $2174 per driver for a total of about $1M.
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Scenario B) 6350 Veh/hr
Our total revenue for 200 drivers would be
$11M.
In this scenario I feel we would want to
entice 300 drivers because we would have a
max speed of 46 MPH and generate enough
revenue to justify the incentive costs.
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Scenario C) 6450 Veh/hr
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Scenario D) 6300 Veh/hr
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Scenario E) 6500 Veh/hr
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All Scenarios
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Conclusion
Looking at the five different scenarios we can see that the higher the entry volume, obviously
the lesser the speed of the slow lanes. The speed in our highest situation, (6500 veh/hr) was 43
MPH and in our lowest (6300 veh/hr) was 54 MPH. Once we added a hot lane (capped 1800
veh/hr) our speed dropped drastically with a low of 13 MPH and a high of 29 MPH. When we
offered value pricing with incentives we were able to increase speed and revenue without
having to build more roads. Our highest revenue gained under value pricing with incentives is
about $10M when we entice 300 drivers, to travel off peak, and installed a hot lane. We had
the highest revenue but yet our speed in the slow lanes is still at 38 MPH. If we look at the
highest speed in the slow lanes we can get a max speed of 54 MHP but we are only generating
about $4M in revenue. What we need to do is find a happy medium which balances speed
with revenue. The research demonstrated that Value Pricing with incentives can bring the
original speed of the slow lanes back to its speed without the constraint of one lane at 1800
veh/hr.
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Summary of Value Pricing Studies

As traffic congestion grows in cities and suburban areas throughout the United States,
the cost of traveling is directly affected and increased. Implementing new concepts to combat
the excessive wastes associated with traffic congestion is necessary in order to allow the
United States’ most dominant form of transportation to continue to operate. One of the new
concepts for combating congestion is the idea of Value Pricing, otherwise referred to as
congestion pricing. The Value Pricing theory involves altering the pricing of transportation
facilities, so that it can lead to improved service for transportation users, leading to a more
productive use of existing transportation capacities. This will lead to a reduced need for future
capacity expansion. The Value Pricing program has gained governmental support and a pilot
program was created under Section 1216(a) of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century, otherwise referred to as TEA-21. This pilot program was introduced to support
efforts being made by State and local governments, as well as other public authorities, to
establish, monitor, and evaluate the Value Pricing method. With the evolving state of the
TEA-21 pilot program, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), has authorized
cooperative agreements with up to 15 states to allow for the testing of Value Pricing. The
FHWA has allowed the TEA-21 pilot program to set up partnerships with local governments
and private parties, inducing an agreement to install a multitude of Value Pricing concepts.
These entities are allowed to use tolls to enforce the Value Pricing system, and have been
permitted to employ high occupancy vehicle (H.O.V.) lanes as a way to reserve a lane for cars
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with more than two occupants. The Value Pricing project has also attempted to accommodate
drivers with low incomes by providing a budget to cover mitigation efforts. With congestion
growth becoming an increasing problem, cities and suburban areas around America are in
need of new traffic control concepts. The idea of Value Pricing has serious potential to help
decrease congestion on the nations’ roadways and has gained the support of the FHWA,
which has worked with local governments and private partners to try and enact Value Pricing
concepts to help combat road congestion.
The need for a reduction in congestion is getting more prevalent by the day. To further
state this problem, in 1997, the Texas Transportation Institute determined that 4.3 billion
hours of traffic delay were due to congestion, wasting 6.6 billion gallons of motor fuel as a
result. These large numbers of delays have lead to losses of up to $72 billion in 68 urban areas
that were surveyed in these results. These numbers are a massive indication that Value Pricing
is a concept that needs to be implemented to help reduce these unnecessary wastes. By
introducing Value Pricing to the nation’s road systems, it will help reduce this congestion by
allowing travelers to pay to travel with less congestion, which can better use the unutilized
H.O.V lanes that are across the country.
Funding for TEA-21 in 1999 was set at a maximum of $7 million and a maximum of
$11 million for 2000-2003 fiscal years. For local programs, the federal matching share was set
at 80% for those years. Any funds allocated by the Secretary of State would be available to a
chosen state under Section 1216(a) three years after the last day of a fiscal year. However, if
the available funds exceed $8 million, that money will be redistributed to every state as a part
of the Surface Transportation Program. Money for this program can be used for pre-project
study activities as well as the costs for project pricing implementation. Under Section 1216(a)
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does allow for cost reimbursement for the following: costs for planning, setting up, managing,
operating, monitoring, evaluating, and reporting on local Value Pricing pilot projects. In 2000,
the state of California and the Transportation Corridor Agencies implemented the use of peak
period pricing for tolls during the peak hours of congestion. This was implemented in order to
examine the effect of the provided funds on the different tolls that were in effect.
The implementation of congestion pricing starts with the FHWA administering the
pilot program. The participation of states and localities is solicited through notifications and
other public outreach activities authorized by the Federal Register. The FHWA would also
acquire support from the Federal Interagency Review Group that had previously assisted in
the implementation of congestion pricing under the ISTEA. The Federal Interagency Group is
a conglomeration of representatives from several Department of Transportation agencies, the
Environmental Protection Agency, and the Department of Energy. Their main purpose is to
implement the congestion pricing by providing review and comment on applications to the
program and drafts of various program documents. To reach a broader audience, the FHWA
published a program brochure listing reasons for public interest in Value Pricing by
delineating the kinds of pricing activities that can be supported by federal funding.
In 2000, states and localities showed great interest in the pilot program for TEA-21
through direct participation in FHWA’s regional value pricing workshops and by submitting
sketches and plans to the FHWA, outlining possible Value Pricing projects and projects to be
enacted immediately. The FHWA reported, that for the year 2000, approximately $2 million
dollars of the TEA-21 Pilot Program was used for local and statewide Value Pricing planning
and pre-implementation activities. At the time of the report for Congress, the states found to
be likely candidates for this program were Maryland, Texas, California, Florida, New Jersey,
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New York, Missouri, Connecticut. In the case of Maryland, the state’s Department of
Transportation recognized that adequate Value Pricing strategies would benefit a large
number of corridors between the Washington D.C. and Baltimore area, which suffer from
high quantities of congestion on a regular basis. The corridors that were of the most interest
were I-270 from I-495 (Capital Beltway) to I-70 (Frederick County), I-495 (Maryland portion
of Capital Beltway), MD 210 (I-495 to MD 228 Connector), US 50 (Capital Beltway to US
301), and I-95 (between Washington and Baltimore Beltways). Tolls that were also examined
were the Baltimore Harbor Crossings, Fort McHenry Tunnel (I-95), Baltimore Harbor Tunnel
(I-895), the Francis Scott Key Bridge (I-695), US 50/US 301 (William Preston Lane
Memorial Bay Bridge), and I-95 (between Baltimore’s Fort McHenry Tunnel and Delaware).
These corridors were examined, and different types of value pricing strategies and sketch
planning, along with other various information, were used to narrow down the best pricing
options.
The availability of funding for transportation programs, such as Value Pricing, shows
that these can be an important part of transportation financing programs. States have taken the
generated revenue from Value Pricing to support other forms of public transportation, such as
the express bus service offered on the I-15 corridor in San Diego. In County SR-91, revenues
from its Value Pricing operation has been used in order to create they’re express bus line.
Public accessibility also contributes to what Value Pricing options can be taken. For
the highest reduction of traffic congestion, ideas such as Express Lanes and Express Bus
services were implemented. These new options have gained much support from the public
because these innovative ideas were not available to the public. Cities such as San Diego use a
system called FasTrack, which is a system of express lanes that allow traffic to move in a
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much more efficient manner. This is possible by utilizing the under capacity H.O.V lanes by
providing an extra toll for drivers to be able to travel congestion free. The toll charge can be
altered and is monitored by the amount of cars using the lanes to determine its price point.
Other States and cities have incorporated similar methods, such as the “LeeWay”, located in
Lee County, Florida Houston, Texas’s “QuickRide”.
Throughout numerous tests of the Value Pricing program, driver behavior and effects
on traffic conditions were monitored and measured by the organizations that established each
individual concept. In San Diego, toll road I-15 incorporated express lanes, causing the traffic
congestion levels to drastically vary. This has led to an improvement in the use of the
available H.O.V lane to better reach its capacity without exceeding the capacity in order to
reduce congestion. This occurs while also reducing congestion in the slow lanes by allowing a
portion of it into the H.O.V lanes. The increased use of the H.O.V lane for Value Pricing has
generated large revenues to better support express bus service in the corridor. This analysis
determined that during the inception of the Value Pricing concept, traffic on the I-15 H.O.V
lanes have increased substantially since and the number of vehicles using the H.O.V lanes
increased by 46% over a three year period. It was also found that in the a.m. peak hours, the
two-lane H.O.V lanes carried between 2,300 to 2,400 vehicles per hour at a free flowing,
acceptable commuting speed, which was up from 1,600 vehicles that previously used the lane.
It was also discovered that the daily traffic volume on the express lanes averaged 15,800
vehicles in early 2000, which was a daily increase of 4,100 vehicles since the FasTrak Value
Pricing program was established. In mid-2000, about 21% of all traffic on this roadway where
using the FasTrak program. This FasTrak program has also seen a large growth in carpools
which grew by 30% in the three year time period. Finally, even though the percentage of
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FasTrak usage has been increasing with the distribution of transponders, the majority of
FasTrak customers are not daily users, with less than 10% of FasTrak customers using their
FasTrak account on a daily basis.
The direct correlation between traffic congestion and the cost of travel have affected
cities and suburban areas throughout the United States. Implementing new concepts that
counteract the excessive fuel consumption and waste associated with traffic congestion is
necessary in order to allow the United States’ most dominant form of transportation to
continue to operate. The need for a reduction in congestion is getting more prevalent by the
day. To further state this problem, in 1997, the Texas Transportation Institute discovered that
4.3 billion hours of traffic delay due to congestion which led to a waste of $72 billion in 68
surveyed cities. Funding for TEA-21 in the year 1999 was set at a maximum of $7 million and
a maximum of $11 million for 2000-2003 fiscal years. The implementation of congestion
pricing starts with the FHWA administering the pilot program. The participation of states and
localities is solicited through notifications and other public outreach activities authorized by
the Federal Register. In 2000 states and localities showed great interest in the pilot program
for TEA-21 through direct participation in FHWA’s regional value pricing workshops,
submitting sketches plans to the FHWA outlining values pricing projects that would like to be
done, or to immediately initiate project activity. Public accessibility also contributes to what
value pricing options can be taken. For high efficiency of reducing the congestion of traffic,
ideas such as Express Lanes and Express Bus services were implemented. With congestion
growth becoming an increasing problem, cities and suburban areas around America are in
need of new traffic control concepts; the idea of Value Pricing has serious potential to help
decrease congestion on the nations’ roadways and has gained support through the FHWA,
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who has worked with local governments and private partners to try and enact the value pricing
concept to help combat road congestion.
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